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Declaration of a Climate Emergency
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/975/183/497/declaration-of-a-climate-emergency/
Author: Peter L
Recipient: Islands Trust Council
Petition:
• Whereas the climate crisis is real; it is already affecting the Trust Area and the impacts will get
worse,
• Whereas the latest UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report indicates the urgent
need for strong action to limit average global temperature increases to 1.5 ºC;
• The British Columbia government declared a provincial state of emergency in 2017 and again in
2018 over record-setting wildfires; extreme weather events, fueled by human-induced climate
change, are expected to continue until atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are reduced below
current levels.
• Whereas a growing list of communities around the world, including BC's Capital Regional
District, have joined an international movement in declaring a Climate Emergency to focus
attention and resources on resolving the climate crisis; and
• Whereas a Climate Emergency plan includes reversing the growth of GHG emissions and
achieving carbon neutrality by 2030, which is challenging but not impossible if all levels of
government take the necessary actions.
WE THE UNDERSIGNED REQUEST ISLANDS TRUST COUNCIL TO:
1. declare a Climate Emergency in the Islands Trust Area.
2. take a leadership role toward achieving carbon neutrality in the Islands Trust Area by 2030.
3. endorse the Capital Regional District Board's declaration of a Climate Emergency and state
Trust Council's Intent to cooperate on agreed climate actions;
4. request the BC government and the Federal government to provide the powers and resources
to local governments to make Trust Council's 2030 target possible;
5. direct staff to report back to the June 2019 Council meeting on measures that would be
required to meet the 2030 target.
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Name

From

Comments

1.

Peter Lamb

Salt Spring Island, ca

It's urgent and we need local government support

2.

Stephen Sefton

Stretford, gb

3.

Daniel White

Manchester, gb

4.

Paul
Sefton-Stewart

Radcliffe, gb

6.

Brenda Vine

LOCKPORT, NY

7.

Joann Henderson

PALM COAST, FL

8.

Rahul kumar

hyderabad, in

9.

Jean Gelwicks

Salt Spring Island, ca

10.

Elaine Warren

SALEM, OR

11.

Catherine Lai

Yuen Long, hk

12.

Steve Dale

Frankston, au

13.

Amy Fisher

SANTA MONICA, CA

14.

Lindi Smith

Victoria, ca

15.

Nigel Griffiths

Chesterfield, gb

16.

Matjaz Bratus

Ljubljana, si

17.

Tania Naim

Beirut, lb

18.

Maria Oliveira

Lisboa, pt

19.

Robert Ortiz

PHOENIX, AZ

20.

Ann Harris

Telford, gb

22.

Bill C

Kempten, de

23.

S Jitreun

Ch, th

24.

Thomas Lindsey

SAN MATEO, CA

25.

Simon De Marco

St Julians, mt

26.

Leanne Keane

Frankston North, au

27.

Robert Goodding

LINCOLN, NE

28.

Esther Zamora

VICTORVILLE, CA

29.

EDWARD G.
MRKVICKA

FORT ATKINSON,
WI

30.

nick robley

manchester, gb

31.

john casablanca

HOUSTON, TX

32.

Archangel Michael Nicosia, cy

36.

Carol Cook

SAN MATEO, CA

37.

David Denning

Salt Spring, ca
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We need to reduce fossil-fuel use to provide cleaner air and
water and preserve a sustainable Earth for next generations.

Please make this the highest priority, and have it inform and
guide other functions of the Trust.
-

Signatures 1 - 37
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From

Comments

38.

Brian Smallshaw

Saltspring Island, ca

We need to take immediate action on climate change!

39.

akasha forest

galiano island, ca

Since humans do best when we have one major problem to
address (like WWII), CLIMATE CHANGE is the
all-encompassing focus we are now faced with reconciliation with First Nations, retaining and restoring
forest cover, protecting aquifers, moving on renewable
energy, dealing with social justice issues such as housing,
and protecting increasingly fragile southern Gulf Island
ecosystems from over-development and overly promoted
tourism. All of the above are facets of climate change. Let's
get moving!

40.

Susan Paynter

Salt Spring Island, ca

41.

Robin Ferry

Salt Spring Island, ca

42.

Terry Hoffman

Galiano Island, ca

43.

Susie Neil

Vancouver, ca

44.

Dr. Ron Gibson

Vancouver, ca

I want our grandson to inherit a livable world.

45.

Signy Fredrickson

Winlaw, ca

Our future, and that of the planet and all species on earth on
it depend upon it.

46.

Joan MacKenzie

Galiano, ca

47.

A. Irene Wright

Salt Spring Island, ca

I have 20 descendants and all os them deserve to be able to
live within a reasonable climate.

48.

Judi Stevenson

Salt Spring Island, ca

The gradual and accelerating collapse of the earth's climate,
evident in the Gulf Islands as it is all around the world, is
more devastating than all of the wars in all of history put
together. The only way we can hope to slow and maybe
even reverse it is to recognize the emergency and do
everything we can, as governments and agencies and
businesses and families and individuals to stop it. Here in
the Islands Trust Area lets model brave and effective action
-- and show the world that if we do that, we CAN make a
difference. We have no choice, we simply have to.

49.

philip grange

salt spring island, ca

yes, very. we must participate in this ,starting now.

50.

Margaret Hender

Modbury Heights, au

51.

Jan SLakov

Salt Spring Island, ca

This is, clearly, our last real opportunity to make a
difference. The consequences of failure are hard to fathom.

52.

susan
higginbotham

Salt Spring Island, ca

save the planet -try to undo the damage and loss done to
ecosystems /species

53.

Jane Squier

S.S.I., ca

our children and grandchildren

54.

Rosemary
Partridge

Saltspring Island, ca

We do not have time to waste...

55.

sandra leckie

salt spring island, ca

The Trust is completely behind the times on this one.
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There is nothing more important than Climate Change with
the exception unless you have no food, otherwise get
educated and take action.

-

Signatures 38 - 55
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56.

Marcelle Roy

Saltspring Island, ca

All life on earth is threatened by our inaction on climate
chaos.

57.

Deb Adir

EDINA, MN

58.

Chris Dixon

Salt Spring Island, ca

59.

Rowan Percy

Saltspring Island, ca

60.

Jamie Sterling

Salt Spring Island, ca

61.

Michael Wall

Salt Spring Island, ca

This is the most important issue that all government bodies
need to deal with.

62.

DONNA MARTIN

SALT SPRING
ISLAND, ca

IT IS IGNORANT TO IGNORE CLIMATE CHANGE. WE
KNOW BETTER AND ARE OBLIGATED TO DO WHAT
WE CAN TO MITIGATE, REDUCE AND REVERSE CO2
LEVELS.

63.

Lori Waters

Saanichton, ca

Declaring an emergency is a simple statement of fact which I
hope will help focus all of our efforts, globally, into concise,
positive efforts.

64.

Carol Arnold

Saltspring Island, ca

I live here and believe we are experiencing extreme weather
conditions.

65.

James Neil

Vancouver, ca

We owe it to future generations. Governments must act now
or it will be irreversible and too late.

66.

Elizabeth White

Salt Spring Island, ca

67.

myna lee
johnstone

SSI, ca

68.

Marian Hargrove

Salt Spring Island, ca

Top down climate change actions are too slow. We must act
at a grass roots level for the Trust Area to engage in carbon
neutrality and constructive preparation for the climate
change challenges.

69.

Nancy Wigen

Salt Spring Island, ca

This is the most important issue in the world. Climate
Change is obvious already and our governments continue to
try to ignore it All the world's children will suffer for this,
including My children and grandchildren

70.

Gord Singbeil

Salt Spring Island, ca

71.

Joseph Wenzel

LAKE ELMO, MN

72.

Janet Kennedy

Salt Spring Island, ca

73.

Julie Johnston

Pender Island, ca

74.

Richard Shead

Sidney, ca

75.

Frances Hill

Salt Spring Island, ca

76.

John Borst

SALT-SPRG-ISL, ca

77.

Cathy Lenihan

Salt Spring Island, ca
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Because climate change is a catastrophe for all beings on
the planet!

Climate change is the greatest issue facing humanity.
Although the Islands Trust position may not have a
significant impact, its leadership in this area would be a
model for other governments.

-

Signatures 56 - 77
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78.

Linda Gilkeson

Salt Spring Is., ca

It is the most important issue facing us today and immediate
action must be taken!

79.

Jon Healey

Salt Spring Island, ca

This is a crisis and the Trust has an important role to play

80.

Bobbi Janowiak

Salt Spring Island, ca

Changes must happen now to prevent climate disaster.

81.

Tangachee Goebl

Salt Spring Island, ca

It is easy to sit back and watch it happen, it is not so easy to
DO something before it happens

82.

Peter McAllister

Salt Spring Island, ca

destroying Gulf Island endangered older forests

83.

Bill Henderson

Salt Spring Island, ca

84.

Frances
Rautenbach

Salt Spring Iland, ca

Why would this not be important to everyone? We can and
must do everything in our power to shift our attention off
individual concerns to what is affecting us all, now, and into
the future, when we will be looked back upon as having
been wilfully unwilling to act, when we could have.

85.

patri janyk

salt spfing island, ca

there is no one who will not be impacted by climate change.
it has already begun. climate change is our most important
imperative.

86.

john rowlandson

Salt Spring, ca

87.

Michelle Grant

Saltspring Is., ca

because climate change will not get better on it's own, it
requires all of us working together to make change.

88.

Jim Standen

Vesuvius, Salt Spring
Island, ca

It is obvious that action has to be taken - TODAY !

89.

Maureen Milburn

Salt Spring Island, ca

90.

Simon Wheeler

Salt Spring Island, ca

We need strong leadership from the trust to take action to
combat global warming

91.

Joan Douglas

Salt Spring Island, ca

To leave a viable existence for future generations.

92.

Ron Hall

Salt Spring Isla, ca

93.

Ed and Jan Jang

Saltspring Dr, ca

94.

Ruth riddel

Salt Spring Island, ca

95.

Nicholas Courtier

Salt Spring Island, ca

96.

Paul Csintalan

Maple Ridge, ca

We have property on the mainland and a Gulf Island and just
care about the environment

97.

Ann Wheeler

Salt Spring Island, ca

It's time to step up - the Climate Crisis is real and impacts
every aspect of our lives. We need to set an example, to face
reality and do ALL we can to change our dependence on
fossil fuels and to plan for a new way of living. Thank you

98.

Fernando Dos
Santos

Salt Spring Island, ca

We need to act before we reach a tipping point.

99.

Bill McMahon

Salt Spring ISland, ca

It is frustrating to have seen the Islands Trust support the
Blue Dot Movement principles a few years ago and then
cave in to fear and cower in inaction. We in the Gulf Islands
must stiffen our spines and recognize the need to take an
official and binding stand.
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The impacts of climate change will affect the entire world,
we must take serious action now.

-

Signatures 78 - 99
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Name

From

Comments

100.

Barbara DuMoulin

Salt Spring Island, ca

101.

Joanne
Montrichard

Saltspring, ca

I strongly support the five requests listed in this petition. All
levels of government have an important part to play in taking
action on climate, and there is much that can be done on our
local level. I also support the use of the term climate
emergency, at all levels of government.

102.

Rick Laing

Salt Spring Island, ca

There is no scientific debate that the Earth faces a
climate/ecological crises. Thirty years of denial has led us to
this point - Be brave and act like grown-ups, Trustees.

103.

Matthew Coleman

Saltspring Island, ca

Do or Die

104.

Wendy Hilliard

Salt Spring Island, ca

105.

Janis Gauthier

Salt Spring Island, ca

106.

Ruth Tarasoff

Salt Spring Island, ca

107.

judith mcphie

Vancouver, ca

108.

mona fertig

Salt Spring Island, ca

109.

james Nordlund

MOORHEAD, MN

110.

Mo Moore

Salt Spring Island, ca

I live in a Trust area that has been set aside to protect its
rare ecosystems. This area can easily be destroyed by
deforestation, sea rise and climate change which will also
negatively impact the human community fortunate enough to
live here.

111.

Ron Watts

SalT Spring Island, ca

Our lives depend on a healthy climate.

112.

Ina Curran

Salt Spring Island, ca

The Planet Earth is important to me, we need to PRESERVE
AND PROTECT IT. Let's do it!

113.

Michael Butler

Salt Spring Island, ca

114.

Linda Rogers

Victoria, ca

It is important to every living thing.

115.

Zoe Landale

Pender Island, ca

I worry about this fragile Gulf Island ecosystem in which I
live. Climate change is greatly affecting the forests here, with
many cedars and firs dead over the past few years. It's a fire
hazard the like of which I've never seen before.

116.

John B. Sprague

Salt Spring Island, ca

Without action, our children and grandchildren will
experience worse and worse disasters.

117.

Des Kennedy

Denman Island, ca

The hard-won gains we've made over the past 40 years to
protect these priceless places will be for nothing if we can't
curtail the clear and present danger of climate disruption.

118.

Bob Weeden

salt spring island, ca

119.

Philip Vernon

Salt Spring Island, ca

120.

Andrew Haigh

Salt Spring Island, ca

121.

M.C. Warrior

Gabriola, ca

122.

Valerie Short

Salt Spring Island, ca
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without a healthy planet we perish

-

We are a great location to demonstrate how to reduce our
carbon footprint. If we can't do it here, my children are
doomed.
We all have to do this together
Signatures 100 - 122
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Comments

123.

Carole Eyles

Salt Spring Island, ca

124.

Patricia Faurot

Saltspring Island, ca

I have grandchildren.

125.

Dion hackett

saltspring island, ca

it's simple l have children .

126.

Murray Reiss

Salt Spring Island, ca

127.

Audrey/Robert
Wild

Salt Spring, ca

128.

Coreen Boucher

Salt Spring Island, ca

129.

Linda Adams

Salt Spring Island, ca

130.

Briony Penn

Salt Spring Island, ca

The Islands Trust has an opportunity to lead the way in
terms of governance models for climate change.

131.

Christine
Torgrimson

Salt Spring Island, ca

Given the Islands Trust "preserve and protect" object, Trust
Council should lead the way to inspire and implement critical
climate action.

132.

Steve Abbott

Salt Spring Island, ca

133.

Margaret Sanchez salt spring island, ca

We need action at every level from global to local.

134.

Erika Bland

Denman Island, ca

As a conservationist, farmer and political ecologist on Inner
(Denman) Island, Taystayic, of the K'omoks valley and
Pentlatch estuary, I believe that wide reaching political
actions are necessary actions for realizing positive change
today, in this era of great economic and ecological turmoil.
Biodiversity loss and environmental changes in this
bioregion have been the pre-warning signs of the climate
emergency in the Salish Sea and elsewhere for at least 30
years. And we have it fairly good here (unlike, for instance
communities in the Marshall Islands, already underwater).
And in those 30 years, those who hold power to make
decisions have again and sgain declared that these lands
and waters, and our other than human neighbours, may be
used right up to their ecological limits. This use, for
economic gain without full-cost accounting that considers
cumulativr effects, must be reined in. One harrowing
example from just last week springs to mind: the DFO
decision to allow the herring-roe fishery to proceed, citing
'historic highs' of the fish stocks. But, you see, it depends
which history you look at, and how far back. The declaration
of healthy stocks today is, unfortunately, based on scientific
data collected only in the past 200 or do years--since the
beginning of the (colonial) extraction of this resource--not
based on local ecological knowledges about the species'
prior abundance.
Please, it really is an emergency, folks!! Let's wake up and
say so!

135.

Dianne Radmore

Denmn Island, ca

Page 7
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I live in the Gulf Islands.

Signatures 123 - 135
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136.

RON HAWKINS

Salt spring Island,, ca

t is an emergency now, because NOW is the earliest and
longest time we will ever be given, to prepare for what the
consensus of world scientific opinion projects from
approaching climate change.

137.

Shelley Tetz

Edmonton, ca

138.

Rosie Lepore

Victoria, ca

139.

Paul Burke

Salt Spring Is., ca

140.

daniela elza

Vancouver, ca

141.

leslie gillett

denman island, ca

142.

Mona Goulette

Owen Sound, ca

143.

Maria Coffey

Victoria, ca

144.

Edward Laurson

DENVER, CO

145.

Graham Bland

Owen Sound, ca

our common future and that of our children depends on our
taking initiatives locally as well as nationally and
internationally ... now

146.

Janet Fesnoux

Thetis Island, ca

With the myriad problems and issues facing us in the world
today there is nothing more important than preserving what
is left of our natural environment. This is a defining moment
of a defining issue. Nothing short of sweeping changes to
our global systems will make enough difference to stave off
even worse hardships. Unfortunately for the vast majority,
the people and institutions who have a voice today are
benefiting from the status quo. Additionally, most jobs rely
on this system continuing as is. Therefore change will be
very difficult to achieve

147.

Jo-Anne Warnock

Thetis Island, ca

148.

Charlotte Fesnoux

Vancouver, ca

149.

William Cobb

Thetis Island, ca

150.

Ralph Smith

Lake country, ca

We've allowed this careless mess to go on too long. We
need to stand up and be accountable and do something for
the next generation before it's too late which I feel almost be.

151.

Glenda Petersen

Thetis Island, ca

I believe combating climate change to be the greatest
challenge our current civilization has ever faced. Sea level
rise is already eating away our island coast lines. Reduced
levels of moisture in our normal dry season increases the
danger of forest fires which could be catastrophic to all living
beings on the islands. Climate scientists state we have less
than twelve years in which to alter our course. Ignoring the
current realities and refusing to seriously address the part
humans play in this looming disaster seems downright
criminal. Governments need to take serious action NOW!

152.

Shirley M.

Vancouver, ca
Page 8

Climate Change is the most urgent challenge ever to face
the human species.

It is a matter of life or death for life on the planet. Also, I have
a new granddaughter!

-

Signatures 136 - 152
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153.

william Deverell

Pender Is, ca

154.

Rodney Badger

Thetis Island, ca

Concern for increased wildfire risk, more extreme weather,
and reduced biodiversity

155.

Kim Benson

Gibsons, ca

The Islands Trust Council endorsed the B.C. Climate Action
Charter more than a decade ago in recognition (even then)
that climate change is real. As a permanent resident of the
Trust Area for more than 40 years, I witness the
ever-increasing impacts of climate change on an almost
daily basis - including a marked increase in seasonal
weather anomalies, extreme weather events, unusual and
concerning changes to island hydrology, increased coastline
erosion, and unprecedented impacts on island flora and
fauna.

156.

Louise Bell

Denman Island, ca

I consider climate change the world's greatest problem at
the present time. If governments, organizations, agencies
and citizens don't confront and address this problem
immediately, in an effective, collaborative way, humankind
will suffer immeasurably before becoming extinct and the
environment here on Earth will never be the same.

157.

Michael I. Morrell

Denman Island, ca

Climate change will undoubtedly change civilization as we
know it profoundly. We still have options to guide the change
to solutions that sustainable and just for all humans and
other ecosystem partners.

158.

pierre hamel

sherbrooke, ca

i support anything and everything that will bring us to the
paradigm of sustainability first.

159.

Barbara Kane

Denman Island, ca

I live on the Earth, and if mankind is to go on, we need the
Earth to go on, in as much an uninterrupted way as possible.
Closer to home, I care deeply for the nearly pristine natural
habitat of the Islands Trust area and want to see it protected
now and going forward.

160.

Karen Reiss

Salr Spring Island, ca

Because I live on an Island, on a planet that is being
destroyed.

161.

Mikell Callahan

Denman Island, ca

Survival of the human race and all the wonders of the planet
Earth.

162.

J M Thornton

Denman Island, ca

What are we going to tell our children when the planet is
unhabitable and we did nothing to prevent it?
I see the forests dying and know it is because of extreme
climate changes.

163.

Stewart Goodings

Comox, ca

The Gulf Islands need to be preserved in every possible way
from environmental degradation, and the Trust has an
opportunity to take a leadership role. Please do it!

164.

Deryn Buchan

Denman Island, ca

For all those throughout the world who are being displaced
by climate change.

165.

Solarbud Hnetka

Thetis Island, ca

166.

Noan Fesnoux

Thetis island, ca
Page 9

I have kids. This is more critical than any other action I could
take to help secure their future.
-

Signatures 153 - 166
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Name

From

Comments

167.

A Robinson

Denman Island, ca

Humans have caused a climate crisis. We need to take
responsibility and rectify this. The latest UN
Intergoernmental Panel on Climate Change report indicates
the urgent need for strong action to limit average global
temperature increases to 1.5 degrees C.

168.

Wendy Boothroyd

DENMAN ISLAND, ca

169.

Carol Sowerby

Thetis Island, ca

170.

Shan MacPherson Salt Spring, ca

Let's save this beautiful planet packed with exquisite life
forms

171.

Ken Madsen

Denman Island, ca

The fate of young people, as well as wild ecosystems
depend upon urgent action.

172.

Diana Morris

Salt Spring \island, ca

I want my grandchildren to survive.

173.

Dawn Gordon

Thetis Island, ca

I want to live! I want to breath fresh air, I want to drink the
water, I want to garden on the earth in the tress. It matters, if
we want the human species to survive!

174.

Karen White

Victoria, ca

175.

Frank Frketich

Denman Island, ca

176.

Heather B

Salt Spring Island, ca

177.

Tarah
STAFFORD

Salt spring Island, ca

I would like us to be leaders in this fight

178.

John Jefferson

Saanichton, ca

I have children, I want that they have a future, as for All
Children

179.

ANDREW FYSON Denman Island, ca

180.

Andrea Palframan

Salt spring island, ca

181.

Catherine
Yeomans

Thetis Island, ca

Congruency if thought, speech and action is all there is...
Great-grandchildren on the way!

182.

Marlyn Horsdal

Saltspring Island, ca

This is important to me because climate change it the
BIGGEST problem facing our planet today. If we don't get a
grip on slowing planetary heating RIGHT NOW, the next
generations of humans, and all other species, will live
horrible and difficult lives.

183.

Sharon P

Salt Spring Island, ca

184.

Barbara Freitas

Crestview, FL

185.

Carrie Gleason

Sedalia, CO

186.

Richard
Koppenaal

Salt Spring Islalnd, ca

187.

Gordon Ellis

Salt spring Island, ca

188.

Katia Bannister

Thetis Island, ca

189.

elizabeth kruder

flossmoor, IL

190.

Jimi Hafner

Wien, at
Page 10

There is nothing as important as this planet.

Climate change is the critical issue of the 21st century!

Climate change is the overwhelmingly most important issue
for the planet and all its inhabitants. Individuals can do a lot
but political decisions are needed to tackle this emergency.

-

Signatures 167 - 190
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191.

Susan Hannon

Salt Spring Island, ca

WE need action now.

192.

Pamela Lee

Thetis Island, ca

193.

Barbara Mills

Denman Island, ca

The Trusts main goal is to preserve and protect. This motion
is at the essential core of that. Our representatives need to
make a clear and decisive call for all levels of government to
ACT NOW. It must be a priority. I would ask that in its
statements, to remember that we are part of a marine
ecosystem, and 50% of all oxygen comes from the sea, and
sea vegetations sequesters 9 times the CO2 that forests do.
We therefore must inlude care of the ocean in our action.

194.

Shirley Plowman

GETTYSBURG, PA

YES WE NEED IT NOW

195.

Karen Roff

Thetis Island, ca

196.

Christopher Roff

Thetis Island, ca

197.

Scott Colbourne

Gabriola Island, ca

198.

Anne Parkinson

Salt Spring Island, ca

Start now to protect foreshore erosion and keeping forests later is too late.

199.

Jo Ann Gainor

Salt Spring Island, ca

close monitoring of development needed on the islands

200.

John C Kennedy

Ganges, Salt Spring
Island, ca

201.

fran mcininch

salt spring island, ca

202.

danii paolucci

terni, it

203.

Sue Newman

Salt Spring Island, ca

204.

carel souchereau

Salt Spring Island, ca

205.

Sheri Standen

Salt Spring Island, ca

206.

Genie Graham

Saltspring Island, ca

207.

Jean Brouard

Salt Spring Island, ca

208.

Blair Carley

Salt Spring Island, ca

209.

Katherine Peter

Saltspring Is., ca

210.

Katharine Leslie

Salt Spring Island, ca

211.

Karen Pedersen

Salt Spring Island, ca

212.

Mary Richardson

Salt Spring Island, ca

213.

arleen pare

victoria, ca

214.

Dorothy Cutting

Salt Spring Island, ca

215.

Linda Blake

Kirtland, OH

Page 11

Government needs to act now to protect our environment
and our planet for current and future generations. This one
goal should determine all their decisions and there is nothing
more important on the agenda.

-

Because we have to quit talking about "Is Climate Change
real?" We need to get off our butts, come up with a plan and
implement it!
We are not doing enough to prevent climate catastrophe

I care about future generations and their well being.

Signing this petition should be as important and natural for
all of us as is taking our next breath.

Signatures 191 - 215
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Comments

216.

Darryl Martin

Salt Spring Isl, ca

Trust has a crucial role to play in any solutions for mitigation
or adaptation to climate change. More frequent and intense
wildfires and windstorms are signals that the die predictions
of 30 years ago were correct. Now we have an emergency
calling for proactive efforts in concert with regional districts,
conservancy groups, citizens and senior governments.

217.

Pierre Andre
Sonolet

Burnaby, ca

218.

Henry McPhie

Vancouver, ca

219.

Rosa Clarke

Saltspring Island, ca

220.

Sandra Pottle

Galiano island, ca

221.

Jessie Toynbee

Victoria, ca

222.

Michael Kenyon

Victoria, ca

The survival of endangered species. This century will be
remembered, for good or evil, for thousands of years to
come.

223.

Denise MacKean

Denman Island, ca

I see the condition of Baynes Sound every day and its health
is quickly diminishing. It is not just about Orcas but the less
visible life is disappearing. Be brave, admit it and take a
stand even if it seems politically unpopular. Climate change
is real.

224.

Bob MacKie

Salt Spring Island, ca

225.

Megan
Osmond-Jones

Gabriola Island, ca

226.

Vivian Chenard

Salt Spring Island, ca

227.

Rodney Polden

Salt Spring Is, ca

228.

Joanne Whitehead Salt Spring Island, ca

229.

Karen Olsson

We have a very brief and narrowing window of opportunity in
which to take action presently, with a full determination and
willingness to take extraordinary measures to save - to
'preserve and protect' - so much that matters deeply to us
all. Our climate, our environment, our wild places and the
magnificent natural treasures of biodiversity and landscape all these are at risk from the continuing and largely
unaddressed effects of a set of changes that sincerely have
to be confronted if we are all to survive in anything like a
manageable and recognisable state into the future decades.
Our chances of feeding ourselves, supporting ourselves
economically, raising healthy and hopeful generations of our
children and grandchildren, ensuring a balanced and
meaningful life for ourselves and our natural neighbours on
the islands - all of this is conditional upon the willingness of
the general population and our leaders to take
unprecedented steps, with full recognition of the present
urgency and emergency of this time. Thank you.

Ganges, ca
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The future for the continuation of habitation of theis planet is
at a crisis point. We must act now. Our children and all
generations to follow deserve clean air, water and land.
-
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From
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230.

John FitzGibbon

Salt Spring Island, ca

Climate change and the extinction of insects, birds, and
animals is at a critical stage and we must act now.

231.

Julia McKenzie

Salt Spring Island, ca

For the sake of humanity and all other living species and
creatures we need to be aware and conscientious about
every action we undertake for everyone and everything's
future survival under all conditions and circumstances and
climate destruction due to human influence is upon us and it
is an emergency and it is our responsibility as humanity
evolving on this planet to act as responsibly as possible.

232.

Dan Jason

Ganges, ca

This is the only earth we have!

233.

Yasmin Pirani

N Vancouver, ca

234.

Jennifer
Maksymetz

Salt Spring Island, ca

235.

Maxine Leichter

Salt Spring Is, ca

236.

Diane Fay

Salt Spring Island, ca

I feel that it is very important at this time to definitively and
specifically declare the state of Climate Emergency in this
area. Hopefully this will change and expedite some shifts in
policies currently in place with the Islands Trust and will
bring forward actions that will have positive impacts rather
than degrading effects on our environment.

237.

Sheila Harrington

no city, ca

Without healthy natural systems, we have no food, no air, no
orcas, no people.

238.

Gillian Martz

Saltspring Island, ca

Because I do see that we are truly living in a state of climate
emergency. I have young adult children who do not see a
viable future for themselves or any children they may have
on planet earth - what a terrible thing to have to admit at the
age of 25! It breaks my heart. We simply must do everything
we can to address this and the best place to start is in our
own backyards. Their can be no more important priority for
the Islands Trust.
Gillian Ashley-Martz
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-

We have a very brief and narrowing window of opportunity in
which to take action presently, with a full determination and
willingness to take extraordinary measures to save - to
'preserve and protect' - so much that matters deeply to us
all. Our climate, our environment, our wild places and the
magnificent natural treasures of biodiversity and landscape all these are at risk from the continuing and largely
unaddressed effects of a set of changes that sincerely have
to be confronted if we are all to survive in anything like a
manageable and recognisable state into the future decades.
Our chances of feeding ourselves, supporting ourselves
economically, raising healthy and hopeful generations of our
children and grandchildren, ensuring a balanced and
meaningful life for ourselves and our natural neighbours on
the islands - all of this is conditional upon the willingness of
the general population and our leaders to take
unprecedented steps, with full recognition of the present
urgency and emergency of this time. Thank you.
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Name

From

Comments

239.

Ann Gargett

Victoria, ca

as an oceanographer, I know what's coming if we don't act
decisively very soon

240.

Josephine
Fletcher

Salt Spring Island, ca

It is long due that we make sure the stewardship of land is
maintained or revered rather than a speculative developer
coming in and doing exactly as he pleases because he is
interested in making a profit. Once land is ruined the job we
have is to preserve and protect and help encourage growth
of natural diversity.

241.

Jill Tarswell

Salt Spring Island, ca

If more local authorities take steps to address climate
change provincial, federal and world governments may
change the current "do nothing and talk more" attitude to
climate catastrophe to one of crucial action.

242.

Joseph Fall

Lasqueti, ca

Political leaders have adopted a dangerous tactic or talking
publicly about the importance of tackling climate change, but
then not making it an actual legislative priority, and, in fact,
continuing to subsidize and support the status quo or even
more development within the very industries that require
transformative change. The consequences of inaction, and
the timeline for action, have been made very clear the
scientific community and the IPCC. Definitive Action at a
local level may be the only option open to averting the
looming climate crisis - it is time to prioritize it and treat it
with the gravity it forebodes.

243.

Keith Erickson

Galiano Island, ca

244.

Rob Brownridge

Salt Spring Island, ca

245.

Brigitte Dorner

Lasqueti Island, ca

246.

Susan Huber

Salt spring island, ca

247.

tanya inglis

Galiano Island, ca

248.

Chessi Miltner

Galiano Island, ca

249.

Charlie Eagle

Salt Spring Island, ca

250.

Madeleine
Ankenman

vancouver, ca

251.

Dave Olsen

Lasqueti, ca

252.

Adam Huggins

Galiano Island, BC, ca

253.

Sharada Filkow

Salt Spring Island, ca

254.

Lesley Bulman

Salt Spring Island, ca
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I think GW is a true realty, ( though it seems so very cold
right now ,brrrr), and people everywhere, no matter where
they live, must make solving this world wide problem, a
priority in their lives.
We have the will on these islands and most of us are
stewards of our own lands however, we need to enlarge our
presence and protest the political beings who simply do not
see what is happening as they live in cities. We have to do
this or there will be no more places for food for all to be
grown and harvested in sustainable ways.

-
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255.

Ursula Poepel

Pender Island, ca

it's how we MAY survive !
~Ursula

256.

Eleanor Brownlee

Pender Island, ca

Climate change is the seminal issue we face at this time, is
the background reason behind many other problems we face
in the Trust area and around the world, and as the scientists
have clearly pointed out we are fast running out of time to
take meaningful action. We must act now!

257.

David Rippner

Pender Island, ca

258.

Frieda Weinert

Galiano Island, ca

259.

Bonnie Thompson

Pender Island, ca

Should be obvious

260.

Margaret Shapiro

Pender Island, ca

I need to be able to look my children and my grandchildren
in the eye and say I did everything I can

261.

Jordan Barton

Lasqueti, ca

262.

Ben Barclay

Saltspring Island, ca

There is much we can do - let's get to it.
By insulating our homes properly we could stimulate
business and cut our heating GHG emissions 80%, and bike
lanes on our highways would help too.

263.

Eileen Wttewaall

Salt Spring Island, ca

I strongly urge the Islands Trust to accept fully our preserve
and protect mandate and to to join with islanders, and
beyond, to take the needed unprecedented steps necessary
to reduce our carbon footprint in all possible ways.

264.

Christine Mauro

Salt Spring Island, ca

This is the most crucial issue of our day. Please, please take
some leadership.

265.

SUSAN JONES

Lac Le Jeune, ca

Climate crisis is REAL. We need to act NOW.

266.

Peter Easthope

Pender Island, ca

The Trust could have taken the requested actions on their
own initiative but if a petition helps, good. Certainly my
support is behind it.

267.

michael w.

victoria, ca

268.

Shawnna Karras

Lasqueti Is., ca

269.

trinette prior

pender island, ca

as eternity is important to all

270.

hannah brown

Salt Spring Island, ca

we need to take a leadership role...if not now, when?

271.

Maggie Boyd

Coquitlam, ca

272.

Dr. CJ Milsum

Pender Island, ca

273.

evelyne N.

salt spring, ca

274.

Michael Aronoff

Salt Spring Island, ca

275.

Tim Carrique

Pender Island, ca

276.

Anuradha Hannah

White Rock, ca

277.

Ken Heath

Lasqueti, ca

278.

Cara Goddard

Salt Spring is., ca
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because it is the single most important issue facing us both
locally and globally

-
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279.

Christopher Roper

North Pender Island,
ca

We are killing the ocean which in turn will kill mankind
through adverse weather and sea level rise. The clock is
ticking and we are starting to understand and experience the
consequences of Climate Change

280.

David Ham

Lasqueti Is., ca

281.

Alex MacKenzie

Vancouver, BC, ca

282.

Joyce Bonfield

Lasqueti Island, ca

283.

David OSBORNE

Saturna, ca

I live here!

284.

Michelle P

Vancouver, ca

this is our home

285.

Susan Parr

Pender Island, ca

Individuals and all levels of government need to focus their
attention and take action to resolve our climate crisis

286.

Mae Quitzau

Pender Island, ca

I have lived on two Southern Gulf Islands for a total of 20
years and throughout that timeline have seen the destruction
of forests and a rising sea level. I now see a surge in traffic
on island, as well as on the water in the form of recreational
boats, whale watching companies and tankers. There is a
sense of entitlement by people to get their piece of paradise,
destroying the very thing that drew them here. It is time to
recognize that we must all do our part in reducing our carbon
footprint even if it means changing our lifestyle and the
status quo, and we must start today.

287.

Catherine
Newman

Salt Spring Island, ca

288.

Jenna Falk

Galiano Island, ca

289.

Arne Baartz

Lasqueti, ca

We can do it. So let’s do it!

290.

P. A. Sidor

Gabriola Island, ca

I live here.

291.

Lyn Vasey

Gabriola, ca

292.

sarah filkow

vancouver, ca

293.

Reina LeBaron

Hornby Island, ca

294.

David Norget

Salt Spring Island, ca

295.

Susan Evans

Salt Spring Island, ca

296.

Nomi Lyonns

Salt Salt Spring
Island, ca

297.

Andrew Simon

Galiano Island, ca

298.

Chris Drake

Salt Spring Island, ca

299.

Elly Forbes

Salt Spring Island, ca
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This is the most crucial issue of our time. It is such a diffuse
global problem, that it is easy to defer action. The time to
adapt and reverse the effects of greenhouse gasses in the
atmosphere is already growing short and we are seeing the
impacts across the world in extreme climate events. For the
sake of "preserving and protecting" this particular piece of
the wold, please take this small but significant action.

I would like to see life continue on this planet.

-

The science is clear, the time for action is NOW.
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300.

shaun white

denman island, ca

because the atmosphere should be our last stand since we
all depend on it.

301.

kirti white

vancouver, ca

for the health of our planet and future generations

302.

Gail Bryn-Jones

Salt Spring Island, ca

303.

Brenda Guiled

Salt Spring Island, ca

Summer droughts and winter storm events made worse by
trees dying from dry summer are immediate threats that
need to be addressed through changes to policies,
standards, and best practices for infrastructure planning,
building, and securing.

304.

Margery Moore

Salt Spring Island, ca

We will not minimize the worst impacts of climate change
without consistent and sustained efforts by local
communities.

305.

Maureen
Stephenson

Saltspring Island, ca

306.

Samantha
Sanderson

Salt Spring Island, ca

There is nothing more important for anyone, in my opinion,
than addressing climate change since our continuing
existence and that of many other species depends on it.

307.

Gary Gagne

SSI, ca

Unlike Peter Grove's view that technology will save us I think
we are doomed as a specie unless we declare this the
extreme crisis that it really is. We need to get started
planting a lot of trees rather than clearcutting what little is
left. Let us all get with the program.

308.

Jean Wilkinson

Salt Spring Island, ca

309.

Noah Pred

Berlin, de

310.

Leslie Ash

Salt spring Island, ca

311.

gayle ferguson

salt spring island, ca

312.

Joe Tannenbaum

Saltspring Island, ca

313.

Susan Lee

Salt Spring Island, ca

314.

simonetta cavallari ferrara, it

315.

Judith
Rees-Thomas

Saturna Island, ca

I am in my senior years and - I hope- will be gone before the
really horrendous effects of climate change are upon us.
What I have experienced so far, in storms and wildfire is
frightening enough. I do not want to leave an uninhabitable
planet to the children now growing up. I want to make a
difference, and I do what I can, as do my friends, but we
need leadership at the level that you can provide it. Please
act without delay !

316.

Kathleen Weisner

Salt Spring Island, ca

The need for protecting the environment is evident. Now we
all need the will to do so.

317.

Zama Jason

Ganges, ca

Because we need a world for our children to grow up in.

318.

May Partridge

Courtenay, ca

319.

Dennice S.

Salt Spring Island, ca

I grew on the Gulf Islands, in one of the most beautiful
ecosystems in the world. We must do whatever we can to
preserve it in the face of mounting global catastrophe.
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320.

Teresa Waters

Salt Spring Island, ca

I want this planet to be healthy for my grandchildren and
their children and so on...

321.

Susan Yates

Gabriola, ca

the future of our species and many others depends on our
mitigating global warming NOW

322.

Sivalla Lin

Saltspringreat Island,
ca

323.

Beryl (Bea)
Brewer

Salt Spring Island, ca

324.

Roy Brewer

Salt Spring Island, ca

325.

Dorothy Kyle

Salt Spring Island, ca

326.

Sandra Hyslop

Salt Spring Island, ca

Our very old trees are dying from draught.
Our ground water is likely diminished and we ahave a well,
and the Island water sources are changing and under threat.
Winter storms with extreme winds and colder weather are
becoming more frequent.
Islands are micro communities and climate changes are
magnified in closed geographical situations. Our family is
discussing measures to improve our ability to adapt and
continue to live on SSI. This is extremely important to our
family.

327.

mollie colson

salt spring island, ca

the climate has the planet in trouble. We need to all we can
every small or large action is desperately needed. We must
do this

328.

Guy Dauncey

Ladysmith, ca

329.

Jasmine Oberste

Duncan, ca

330.

Troy GRANT

Ladysmith, ca

331.

Lori McCulloch

Ladysmith, ca

332.

Alison Gillis

Courtenay, ca

333.

Arlene
Ommundsen

Salt Spring Island, ca

334.

Ann Baird

Victoria, ca

335.

Dulcy Wilson

Salt Spring Island, ca

I see the changes coming and want all of Canada to really
do something to slow down the climate changes, as in
stopping clear cutting the forests, stop subsidizing the oil
industry, stop building pipelines, esp. to the BC coast.

336.

Walter Stewart

Salt Spring Island, ca

I believe the climate turmoil occasioned by global warming is
already evident on Salt Spring and the other Gulf Islands. It
can only get worse without radical transformation of our
energy uses.

Page 18

this is urgent and Canada should be setting the best
example of what stewardship means, what it means to
change from a system of consuming natural resources to
one an ecosystem based one that wants to leave a liveable
planet here for future generations.
Our lives depend on it!

-

Climate change is the single biggest problem facing our
planet and everything possible must be done if future
generations are to survive.
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337.

Toby Fouks

Salt Spring Island, ca

We are completely dependent on the climate our systems
can manage -- all animal and plant life.

338.

Kim Hunter

Salt Spring, ca

Because the islands are important to me. We MUST do our
part.

339.

phillip Sigmund

SSI,BC, ca

Instability of climate and economics increasing to alarming
levels

340.

Nancy Searing

North Saanich, ca

341.

Whitney Laughlin

Victoria, ca

I live part-time on Salt Spring with my boyfriend and
protection is so important

342.

Lynda Gagne

Duncan, ca

Because climate change is an existential threat to most
species.

343.

Rev. Jordan Ellis

Nanaimo, ca

Climate Change is the biggest threat to human civilization
since we came up out of the ocean, onto the land!

344.

Jane Devonshire

Victoria, ca

We are all connected and everyone needs to realize we are
in a Climate Emergency and start acting now!

345.

Sharon Nicolson

Victoria, ca

I want my grandchildren to enjoy this little bit of heaven on
earth that I have enjoyed over my lifetime.

346.

William Graham

Victoria, ca

347.

Gordon Squire

West vancouver, ca

Google ted taIks, Greta Thunberg; that should give you all
your answers

348.

Paul Kamill

Cobble Hill, ca

There is no question in my mind that mine, and previous,
and subsequent generations have been profligate with
energy use, and resource use, in our own interest, without
any thought to those who follow us. This has been despite
the clear warnings that I know of from many impeccable
sources, since at least the 1950s. Politicans have chosen to
lead us badly, and we have chosen bad politicians. It's is
time to learn frugality. It may not be popular, but it is
necessary if not absolutely mandatory to rein in our use of
fossil fuels, and technological fixes such as chemical
fertilizers, and to respect the planet on which we must live.

349.

Jim Traynor

Lillooet, ca

350.

Christine Johnston victoria, ca

This is the not very distant future and the destiny for our
grandchildren and the planet

351.

Judy and Derek
Spearing

Victoria, ca

Our Gulf Islands are extremely special and over
development is going to destroy them. It's important to
protect places like this and for everyone everywhere to do
what they can to reduce their carbon footprint and their
overall footprint on this planet.

352.

bryce scott

Victoria, ca

353.

Francis Kremler

Victoria, ca

It is up to each of us to do the most we can to preserve an
earth for our grandchildren.

354.

John Cowan

Pender Island, ca

This may be the most important "war" ever fought by man.

355.

John Walper

SSI, ca
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356.

Robert Meredith

Victoria, ca

If not now, when?
If not us, who?

357.

john bowers

Pender Island, ca

existential threats are a little important, don't you think?!

358.

Derek Wilkinson

Salt Spring Island, ca

359.

Treeva Brown

Duncan, ca

360.

Jerome Webster

Cobble Hill, ca

361.

Regine Klein

Victoria, ca

362.

Amanda Gamley

Salt Spring Island, ca

363.

Andrea Carol
Anderson

Campbell River, B. C.,
ca

364.

Tatha Cornish

Gabriola, ca

365.

Sue Lucy

Victoria, ca

366.

Barb Horricks

Victoria, ca

367.

Ingo Oevermann

Smithers, ca

368.

John keay

Victoria, ca

369.

Murray Goode

Victoria, ca

We have to start thinking about the world we will be leaving
future generations, and take serious, immediate action to
reduce CO2 levels.

370.

Caspar Davis

Victoria, ca

I once lived on Saltspring for 5 years and I still live on the
same planet. Climate change is real and it threatens low
lying waterfront, such as I once owned, more than most
property. We have no time to waste in trying to slow it an
mitigate effects.

371.

Katherine Maas

Victoria, ca

372.

Brian Dallamore

Victoria, ca

373.

Linda McPhie

Qualicum Beach, ca

374.

Janet Lawson

Victoria, ca

375.

Sandra
Auchterlonie

Pender Island, ca

376.

Claudia Kobayashi Victoria, ca

It's a crisis. We must act now while there is still some hope
of averting this.

377.

Rick Dowdall

Victoria, ca

We travel a lot and see the devastation in much of the world.
Canada’s nature is an ever more valuable resource that
needs pRotection urgently

378.

Saul Arbess

Victoria, ca

It must be done.

379.

Tina Farmilo

Mayne Island, ca

These islands are my home. I cherish their unique
ecosystems and rural aspect, and want to help protect the
lands and waters of these communities into the far future.
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It's about time all decisions were looked at through the lens
of the future health of our biosphere and our communities.

-
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380.

Heather
Martin-McNab

Salt Spring Island, ca

We are already feeling the affects of the global climate crisis
and it will get worse. I believe that we must each take
responsibility and do our very best as a community/district to
ease our carbon impact.

381.

Peter Scholefield

West Vancouver, ca

The development of an LNG export facility at Woodfibre in
Howe Sound is not a helpful way to address climate change.
Here is some information from the Islands Trust website on
climate change: “Islands Trust is committed to the actions
agreed to under the BC Climate Action Charter. The forests
and eelgrass in the Islands Trust Area play a significant
regional role in mitigating climate change. If forests in the
region are maintained, the Islands Trust Area has the
capacity to be a major sink for carbon produced in the
region. Gambier Island sequesters 26,746 tonnes of carbon
per year, 2nd highest in the Islands Trust behind Salt Spring
Island at 47,500 tonnes per year. Bowen Island sequesters
12,887 tonnes per year.”

382.

Dianne Eddy

Bowser,, ca

I live across the bay from Denman. It's time to take climate
change seriously and to be proactive.

383.

Burtt Fidler

Gabriola Island, ca

384.

Deborah Thiel

Pender Island, ca

385.

Sharon Rogalsky

Hornby Island, ca

386.

Lisa Butler

Gabriola, ca

387.

Mr. Rafe Sunshine Victoria, ca

As a member of the BCSEA Victoria Chapter Steering
Committee, we have been actively involved in the
municipalities of Victoria, Saanich, Central Saanich and the
other municipalities to adopt the goal of 100% Renewable
Energy by 2050. Please consider the danger the Gulf Islands
face from ever-increasing numbers of windstorms and
greater strength of those winds. Also the erosion of arable
soil on the islands, not to mention rising sea levels that will
inundate low-lying areas.

388.

James Erickson

Salt Spring Island, ca

It's for the children and grandchildren

389.

PETER ELLIOTT

DUNCAN, ca

The climate emergency has a tangible experience right
NOW in the declaration that the level of Cowichan Lake is
only 40% of its potential ..and therefore, we face another
drought during the summer months... Isn't this a wake-up
call ????

390.

Louis Vallee

Mayne, ca

Crisis looming

391.

John McDonald

North Saanich, ca

392.

Vivian Murrill

Salt Spring Island, ca

393.

D Gallas

Gabriola, ca

394.

Bruce Batchelor

Gabriola, ca
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My children ‘s future and the future of the immense
biodiversity in Pacific Northwest.

Forest fires, rising temperatures, species at risk, at what
point will our governments respond to protect us?

-
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395.

Marie
O'Shaughnessy

Vistoria, ca

396.

Adrian Gintowt

Duncan, ca

We have a giant fusion reactor in the sky (then sun). Let's
use it finally.

397.

Karen Ledger

Victoria, ca

Our Planet is our HOME! We have no other. Of course it is a
Climate Emergency!

398.

George Ehring

Salt Spring Island, ca

399.

Hervé Guyon

Victoria, ca

400.

May Henderson

Salt Spring Island, ca

401.

Rod Heitzmann

Courtenay, ca

Climate change is having an immediate and adverse affect
on the Gulf Islands. They contain some very rare
ecosystems such as Gary Oak, Arbutus and Manzanilla that
are being adversely affected. Similarly the marine
environment around these island are being adversely
affected especially salmon, herring and orcas.

402.

Bernie Gaudet

Salt Spring Island, ca

Safety and cost liability

403.

Joan Chadwick

Salmon Arm, ca

404.

Daphne M. Taylor

Victoria, ca

Climate Change is the foremost world problem that we as
humans face. It is our highest emergency.

405.

Bob Lucy

Victoria, ca

We have a true emergency. Let's call it that and act like we
mean it.

406.

David Ayre

Gabriola, ca

I live in the Trust Area and am concerned about the effects
of Climate Change.

407.

Devmurti Khalsa

Denman Island, ca

408.

Elina Falck

Pender Island, ca

409.

FELIX REUBEN

VICTORIA, ca

410.

pauline majcher

Victoria, ca

411.

Michael Wheatley

Victoria, ca

412.

Donna Johnson

Nanaimo, ca

413.

Isabella Law

Calgary, ca

I am an eighteen-year-old scared for her future, and cannot
understand why the government has yet to act on climate
change in a state of panic. I have no idea what kind of world
I will be living in in a mere fifteen years, and want to do
everything I can to slow the process of climate change and
global warming.

414.

greg blanchette

Tofino, ca

The energy revolution is a test of government like nothing
we've ever had before. Do your part!

415.

Stephanie von
Dehn

Lake Cowichan, ca

416.

Andrea Gleichauf

Saanich, ca

417.

Jackie Bradley

Bowen Island, ca
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Because climate change is a slow, escalating emergency.
Let’s name it what it is.

-
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418.

sean oevermann

kamloops, ca

Why would this NOT be important@?

419.

David Mallett

Sooke, ca

We have to face this national and world crisis and ACT
NOW!

420.

Marion Cumming

Victoria, ca

Our environment is threatened by the Trans Mountain
Pipeline and other proposals.

421.

Mariah Grau

Silverton, ca

We need to take action and change our ways for our own
security, our descendents and all beings.. It´s time to act
morally and stop the rat race for the profit of few!

422.

Paul Weyer

Pender Island, ca

423.

Lorna Mertz

Richmond, ca

424.

Patrick Meherin

WOODLAND HILLS,
CA

425.

Sheryl Tratner

WOODLAND HILLS,
CA

426.

Stacey O’Sullivan

Victoria, ca

I want to have children, but am frightened to bring them into
a climate crisis that we might not survive. We need bold
action, now.

427.

Robert Huston

Gabriola island, ca

Climate change is, overwhelmingly, the most important issue
facing humanity today.

428.

Liz Mueller

Victoria, ca

Climate and Pollution crisis

429.

Bruce Pearson

Salt Spring Island, ca

Climate change is real no matter the cause

430.

Arthur J Matrick

Pender Island, ca

431.

Tommy King

Stearns, KY

432.

Jean-Paul
Bourque

Moncton, ca

Human Survival of Climate Imbalance

433.

Karyn Woodland

Metchosin, ca

...because I love this planet and want a good future for
upcoming generations

434.

richard sales

qualicum beach, ca

435.

Ellie Hallman

Duncan, ca

436.

Hilary Duinker

Lasqueti, ca

437.

Margaret
Callendar

Pender Island, ca

438.

Colin Hamilton

Pender Island, ca

439.

Graham Boffey

Pender Island, ca

440.

Melady Preece

Pender Island, ca

441.

Kathleen Maser

Salt Spring Island, ca

442.

Pam Dineen

Gabriola, ca
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We are running out of time to avert climate catastrophe.

Together we can save our planet - the time is now!

I live on Pender Island and want to support a quick switch to
more sustainable energy and decisions in our area.
I live in the beautiful Gulf Islands. I don’t want to be the last
generation to enjoy the natural beauty of this spot. It is
already being sullied by constant tanker traffic, whale
watching boats, etc. I hope this beautiful but fragile
ecosystem will outlive me.

-

Signatures 418 - 442
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Name

From

Comments

443.

susan albion

Victoria, ca

444.

Terry Shepherd

Pender Island, ca

445.

Michelle Maxwell

Victoria, ca

446.

Nancy Belmore

Victoria, ca

447.

Jane Reid

Victoria, ca

We are running out of time to curb this planet-changing
effect.

448.

Kjell Liem

Saltspring, ca

As a young person this initiative is vital to my future.

449.

Jennifer Howard

Salt Spring Island, ca

Climate change is REAL. I have children and grandchildren.
We can and must improve their chances of a future by acting
NOW.

450.

Carol Mallett

Sooke, ca

We all need to do our bit to decrease our individual carbon
footprints in a collective effort to save our planet!

451.

Stephen Schacht

Duncan, ca

452.

Michael Meagher,
Ph.D.

Victoria, ca

Stresses on water, vegetation and health are rising with the
temperatures. All people will be/are being affected,
increasing costs and stresses on most facets of social
support.
Press the case for Immediate action by ALL levels of
government.

453.

Susan Gage

Victoria, ca

This is especially important to me because I have 4
grandchildren, two of whom are very active in trying to
protect the earth. They're worried about their future!

454.

Joanna Parkin

Cowichan Bay, ca

455.

Sarah Hamilton

Salt Spring Island, ca

456.

Janis Cornish

Barrie, ca

457.

Renate Weigel

Duncan, ca

458.

Antonio Sarmiento Cuernavaca Morelos,
mx

459.

Jenn Lecour

Pender island, ca

460.

Robin Mckee

St Thomas, ca

I own a cabin on Lasqueti and hope to live there.

461.

Valarie Austen

Sidney, ca

I was raised on Vancouver Island and protecting our
environment is a top priority for me and others who live here.

462.

Clay Holroyd

Victoria, ca

463.

Karsen Noon

Surrey, ca

464.

Pat Jacobson

Qualicum Beach, ca
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I have family on Gabriola - and I care what happens to
them..and if we can get the politicials on board, all the more
power we will have to effect change with this emergency.
triage is no longer appropriate, we need purposeful and
precise action.

We do not have a lot of time left to keep our planet healthy
enough for us to live on it.

We are dealing with an existential threat, and need a new
course with unprecedented actions! Bravo IT.

-

Signatures 443 - 464
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465.

Name

From

Comments

Marilyn kan

Victoria, ca

I am convinced that unless society takes steps, life on this
planet will hardly be worth living ... just because some very
selfish people (oil executives) have chosen to continue to
work for their own short term, personal wealth.
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Potential Protocol Agreement Halalt First Nation

From: Shana Thomas <shanaconsulting@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 8, 2019 3:22 PM
To: Clare Frater <cfrater@islandstrust.bc.ca>; Lisa Wilcox <lwilcox@islandstrust.bc.ca>
Subject: Potential Protocol Agreement Halalt First Nation

Good Afternoon Claire and Lisa,
Thank you for returning my call today. I have been contracted by the Halalt First
Nation to approach Islands Trust about the potential of entering into a protocol
agreement. The Halalt First Nation supports the idea of a very general and broad
protocol agreement as a starting point. In reviewing examples of other
agreements, the agreement between Tofino and Ahousaht is the one that Halalt
feels would be a good framework, (please see attached).
I look forward to the opportunity to discuss with your further.
Sincerely,
Shana Thomas
250.618.6905
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PROTOCOL AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

Ahousaht Council
AND
The District of Tofino Council (“Tofino Council”),
WHEREAS, Ahousaht Council and Tofino Council wish to make a statement
about their relationship and to formalize their communication efforts.
Therefore, Ahousaht Council and Tofino Council, on behalf of the citizens of
each community, declare their intention to pursue a lasting relationship based
upon mutual respect, honour, and in the spirit of cooperation.
In the extension of this relationship, the following commitments are hereby
undertaken:
1. Ahousaht Council and Tofino Council will make their best efforts to
meet at least twice a year in a joint meeting to discuss matters of mutual
concern and to further cooperate on such matters. It is recognized that
additional meetings may be required in instances of immediacy and
mutual concern. The primary purpose of the meetings is to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Identify joint initiative opportunities;
Strategize on issues affecting each other’s area of jurisdiction;
Share information and improve communication;
Collaborate on issues of common concern;
Discuss other relevant issues that are of concern to both Ahousaht
Council and Tofino Council.
…/2
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2. Ahousaht Council and Tofino Council to jointly agree to explore health,
infrastructure, shared services, emergency planning, economic
development, recreation, and tourism ventures, as well as other
ventures that may be identified from time to time.
3. This Protocol Agreement may be subject to revisions, in writing, from
time to time by mutual consent.
4. Should Ahousaht Council or Tofino Council to terminate this Protocol
Agreement, every effort will be made to discuss this in person at a
Council to Council meeting and to do so by mutual consent. Should this
not be possible, either party may terminate this agreement with 30 days
written notice.
In Witness, on this ___________Day of ______________________ Year: ____________

______________________________
Josie Osborne
Mayor
District of Tofino

______________________________
Greg Louie
Chief Councillor
Ahousaht First Nation

______________________________
Name :______________________
Councillor
District of Tofino

______________________________
Angus Campbell
Deputy Chief Councillor
Ahousaht First Nation
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